Specialist Finishes
Suave

- Specialist Finish

Silky smooth to heavily distressed, low sheen to high gloss, natural white to beautiful
black - with Ambitec Suave specialist finishes the options are endless.
This high-quality finish is ideal for residential, commercial or retail interiors, and can be
crafted to meet all needs. Perfect for use as a feature wall, it is also possible to
incorporate company logos into the final finish.
Although tonal shading occurs naturally within a single colour, multi-colour applications
can be used to achieve even greater visual ‘movement’ across the surface finish. The final
appearance can also be influenced by your choice of high grade or low grade polish.
There are currently more than 100 shades in our standard range, but we are also more
than happy to replicate colours, or even conjure up new ones. We have plenty of
experience - we have previously been asked to match everything from a ripe kiwi fruit to
a chip of stone inside a tile!
An optional final surface sealer ensures the Suave specialist finish is water and stain
repellent and, as an added bonus, gives a unique richness to darker colours.
With the Suave specialist finish the design choices do not end with the colour, or the grade
of polish. The overall look of the Suave finish is also effected by the level of texture 		
chosen across the surface finish. From rugged to delicate and anything inbetween, the
choice of texture quantity and character is yours.
Suave is a specialist surface finish suitable for use on all absorbent and prepared indoor
surfaces such as plasterboard, concrete, brickwork, block work or bonding plaster. Refer
to the Ambitec substrate specifications for additional information.

			
For Project examples see the ‘Texture and Colour’ galleries on the Ambitec website.
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